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James John’s house at the modern SW corner of the Steel Hammer Site
Background Documents 7
1919 Map of Portland. Portland Lumber Co. is in yellow. 1930 bridge construction, facing North. 1946 image during labor strike at Portland Lumber Co.
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Cathedral Park Place (below) was originally the Portland 
Woolen Mills (above), which opened in 1904. After time 
as a toy factory and Columbia Sportswear facility, it is now 


















Where grassy Cathedral Park now stands was once 
marginal industrial land. An asbestos factory (above) once 





The BES Water Pollution Lab stands on land formerly occu-
pied by the Portland Lumber Company (aerial view above).
The Steel Hammer Site (below) was once characterized 
by docks that supported Star Sand Co. (above) and the 
Portland Lumber Company.
The Metro-owned WIllamette Cove site was formerly home 
to the Williamette Dry Docks (above), as well as a barrel 
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau. “ACS 2013 (5-Year Estimates).” Social Explorer
100% TOTAL POPULATION
9% UNDER 18
41% 18-34 YEARS 
41% 35-64 YEARS TOTAL POPULATION
8% 65 YEARS & ABOVE
# 100% TOTAL POPULATION
# 87% WHITE
4% BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN
0% AMERICAN INDIAN
0.6% ASIAN ALONE
0.4% NATIVE HAWAIIN/PACIFIC ISLANDER
3% TWO OR MORE RACES
# 94% NOT HISPANIC/LATINO
6% HISPANIC/LATINO
# 24% HIGH SCHOOL OR LESS
# 62% COLLEGE/BACHELORS'S
# 15% MASTERS/PROFESSIONAL/DOCTRATE
# 59% OWNER OCCUPIED
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41% RENTER OCCUPIED 
71% CAR, TRUCK, VAN 
11% PUBLIC TRANSIT 
8% BICYCLE 
7% WALK 
3% WORK AT HOME  
3,764   
1,695 
2,069 
100% TOTAL  POPULATION























Block Group 1 
Block Group 2 
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“The St. Johns riverfront south of Cathedral Park makes the St. Johns 
town center unique in the region. It is well connected to the St. Johns 
commercial core, and includes a mix of activities – housing, ‘new’ 
industry, limited office and retail, and other community serving uses. 
New development is well designed and compatible with the surround-
ing neighborhood. The area has a ‘sense of place’ that adds vitality to 
the town center and riverfront [...] While the area is home to industry 
now, the 20-year vision … sees the area evolving from an underutilized 
industrial area to a vibrant mixed-use area. The riverfront area offers 
particularly attractive amenities for new housing, including surprising 
views of the river and Forest Park and access to Cathedral Park and the 

















































































































































































































































Portland Parks & Recreation Sample Level Of Service(Households 1/2 Mile From A Park)
Coalitions
CNN - Central Northeast NeighborhoodEPNO - East Portland Neighborhood OfficeNECN - Northeast Coalition of NeighborhoodsNPNS - North Portland Neighborhood ServicesNWNW - Neighbors West/NorthwestSEUL - Southeast Uplift Neighborhood CoalitionSWNI - Southwest Neighbors, Inc.
CENT - Central City
CENT:      98%CNN:       63%EPNO:     62%NECN:     77%NPNS:     93%NWNW:  88%SEUL:      85%SWNI:     75%
Coalition Park Level Of Service
The information on this map was derived from City of PortlandGIS databases.  Care was taken in the creation of this mapbut it is provided "as-is".  The City of Portland cannot acceptany reponsibility for error, omissions, or positional accuracy,and therefore, there are no warranties which accompany thisproduct.  However, notification of any errors will be appreciated.
Percent Of Households Meeting Level Of Service Goal (FY 2011-12)
62% - 69%70% - 76%77% - 84%85% - 91%92% - 98%Portland Parks & RecreationHydro ParksOther Public Open Space
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Bureau Notes  Portland Parks & Recreation (PP&R) manages over 7,500 acres of natural areas and over 3,400 acres of developed parks – about 12 percent of Portland’s land base.  In addition to developed parks and natural areas, there are five golf courses, nine botanical gardens, 151 miles of trails, an arboretum and a raceway.  PP&R also manages over a million square feet of buildings, including 13 swimming pools, 18 community and arts centers, 86 picnic areas, 97 permanent restroom buildings, stadiums and one historic mansion.  Recreation facilities include playgrounds, sports courts and fields, community gardens, dog off-leash areas, docks and river-related facilities, skateparks, and spray-play and water features. PP&R oversees the City’s urban forestry program.  Infrastructure assets in Portland’s park system are currently valued at almost $900 million, and include built and natural assets.  This multitude of parklands, recreation facilities, support facilities, trees, and natural areas contribute to access to nature, recreational opportunity, environmental quality, and livability within the city.  A variety of other agencies and organizations provide park and recreation services to Portland residents, either independently or in partnership with PP&R.  These include Metro and neighboring jurisdictions, the state of Oregon, public and private schools, non-profit agencies, homeowners’ associations, churches, and private social, athletic and fitness clubs.   Asset Management PP&R collects and compares data on asset condition and customer demand for park use.  The data is used to identify capital needs and budgets, develop consistent maintenance and operations regimes, fulfill City and federal reporting requirements, inform system planning, and support financial forecasting.  In short, asset management helps prioritize capital projects and allocate scarce resources.   Level of Service - Park Experience PP&R's 2020 Vision includes a goal to "Provide a wide variety of high quality recreation services and opportunities for all residents."  An objective of this goal, and a measure of our level of service, is to provide a park experience within a half mile (approximately 10 to 15 minute walk) of every Portland resident.  The park experience includes developed parks (parks with, at a minimum, grass, trees, circulation, open play areas and seating), and accessible natural areas over 1/6 of an acre in size.    Map Explanation Map 1 shows the percentage of households in each Neighborhood Coalition that are within 1/2 mile walk of a park or natural area.  The 1/2 mile distance is calculated using the walkable street and trail system, so parks in areas with poor transportation circulation systems have smaller service areas and serve fewer people.  The calculation also takes into account walkability to actual park entry points.  Typically, the districts with lower levels of service are the more recently annexed parts of the city, where former county parks with fewer amenities were added to the system.  PP&R is actively working to improve that level of service.  In 2010, the percentage of households within a 1/2 mile walk of a developed park or natural area was 77%; in 2011, it was 79%.  As PP&R works to meet the ½ mile goal, it faces the following challenges:  -  Properties with the capacity and characteristics to provide a reasonable park experience are not always available in the areas of greatest need.  -  Funds for acquisition of new park land often come with restrictions on how or where they can be used.  For example, funds which come from Parks Service Development Charges (SDC) can only be used to address needs created by population growth, not to remedy deficiencies in levels of service.   Funds that come from Urban Renewal Areas (URA) are restricted to parks within that geographic area.  These restrictions slow progress in meeting the goal.  While PP&R is actively working to provide services in areas currently not meeting this level of service goal, we also must maintain and operate the existing parks and open spaces and facilities that currently meet this level of service.  Developed parks need to have the grass mowed, trash picked up, and picnic tables maintained. Keeping existing services operational is as important as expanding the system.  The expense map reflects all PP&R expenses.  The percentage of households within a ½ mile walk of a developed park or natural area does not include undeveloped properties or properties not owned or managed by PP&R.  While shown on the map for context, not all of these properties are open for general public recreation, even though they are open spaces.  Therefore, PP&R does not count them towards the level of service.   
 
 













































Cathedral Park, located under the St. Johns Bridge, is the most used, accessible, and iconic 



















As many as 10,000 runners 
participate in the Portland 
Marathon each year, one of 
the many major recreational 
events that pass through the 
Cathedral Park Neighborhood.
The annual Cathedral Park Jazz Festival draws thousands of visitors each summer.
























































































































































































































































Final Decision + 
Harbor Cleanup
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View of North Crawford Street, looking west towards the 
St.Johns Bridge. Steel Hammer Site on the left.
View of North Burlington Avenue, looking south from the 
River. Steel Hammer Site on the right.
View of North Richmond Avenue, looking south towards the 



















Planter Strip and 
Electric Utility Pole
40'
























Planter Strip and 
Electric Utility Pole
40'




















































































































































































TSP RECOMMENDS A LIST OF MAJOR PROJECTS AND CITYWIDE 































































































Study Area (Tier 1).	The	area	immediately	around	the	Steel	Hammer	Site,	
defined	by	Census	Tracts	42	and	41.02.	This	includes	the	entire	Cathedral	
Park	Neighborhood	with	small	parts	of	the	St.	Johns	neighborhood.












41.02+42 - Tier1/ Study Area
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Back of Thea’s Landing Source: Gooogle.com
Front of Thea’s Landing Source: mithun.com
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• New Development: When	new	projects	are	being	built,	there	is	an	
opportunity	to	influence	the	direction	it	takes	before	it	is	in	the	ground.
• Existing Urban Fabric:	Even	if	the	City	or	private	developers	are	not	
acting	to	address	community	priorities,	the	CPNA	can	be	proactive,	as	
neighbors	were	in	the	1970’s	to	create	Cathedral	Park.
Cathedral Waterfront Community Design Workshop
Background Documents 59


























































outreach and engagement methods
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Waterfront	Trail	adjacent	to	site Saturday	March	7th,	morning English 5
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“I appreciate growth and 
development in neighborhoods. 
However, they are starting to 
look and feel the same. This area 




GOAL 1: DEVELOPMENT FOSTERS A SENSE OF PLACE AND CREATES 
A NEIGHBORHOOD-LEVEL DESTINATION










“I’d like to see a mix of housing 
and retail, offices perhaps light 
manufacturing, event space/ etc. 
A diverse vibrant community 
center, with some business having 
direct access to the waterfront 
































Air	  quality	   Soil	  and	  water	  
polluHon	  
Railroad	  noise	   Access	  to	  grocery	  
stores	  
Access	  to	  retail	  
shopping	  
Traﬃc	  safety	   Events	  blocking	  

















How	  important	  is	  each	  of	  the	  following?	  
We	  should	  ﬁx	  this	  NOW!	  
This	  problem	  can	  wait	  unHl	  we	  ﬁx	  bigger	  
problems.	  







































 Places	  to	  shop	   	  
Places	  to	  eat	  
 Housing	    Community	  
meeDng	  space	  
	  Places	  for	  kids	  










































Discussion During the Community Design Workshop
difference).	GOAL 3: RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVELY MAINTAINS 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC DIVERSITY IN THE CATHEDRAL PARK NEIGHBORHOOD.
GOAL 4: DEVELOPMENT PROVIDES SPACES FOR JOBS AND ENTREPRE-
NEURIAL ACTIVITY, IN BALANCE WITH RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT.

























“A natural play space would 








































Which	  of	  the	  following	  does	  this	  neighborhood	  
need	  more	  of?	  
Places	  for	  kids	  to	  play/hang	  out	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GOAL 6: THE GREENWAY TRAIL IS A DEFINING FEATURE OF NEW SITE 
DEVELOPMENT AND IS IMPLEMENTED EARLY, AND WITH HIGH-QUALI-
TY AMENITIES.
GOAL 7: SITE DEVELOPMENT IS PEDESTRIAN ORIENTED.
GOAL 8: DEVELOPMENT INCLUDES INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVE-
MENTS FOR THE SURROUNDING NEIGHBORHOOD.
GOAL 9: VIEWS OF NATURE AND LOCAL LANDMARKS ARE PROTECT-
ED FOR RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORS AND IN PUBLIC VIEWSHEDS.
GOAL 10: DEVELOPMENT MITIGATES RAILROAD NOISE, PRIORITIZING 



















Map from the Design Workshop - example of placement of traffic calming tiles (blue squares)
“This neighborhood can be a 























Biking	   Fishing	  or	  
boa;ng	  





;me	  at	  a	  
waterfront	  

















Which	  of	  the	  following	  ac-vites	  	  
would	  you	  do	  by	  the	  waterfront?	  
At	  least	  once	  a	  week	  
At	  least	  once	  a	  month	  






























Which	  ac/vi/es	  did	  you	  do	  in	  the	  	  
CP	  neighborhood	  in	  the	  last	  month?	  
24	  or	  younger	  
25-­‐44	  
45-­‐64	  



































GOAL 11: DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES SUPPORT IMPROVEMENT OF LOCAL 
AIR, SOIL, AND WATER QUALITY.













































































How	  important	  are	  each	  of	  the	  following?	  





























“Pools are ok but I’d prefer expanse of wild area & trail”
#17
















































Goal	  1:	  	  	  	  	  
Sense	  of	  Place	  
Goal	  2:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  





















Goal	  11:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Air,	  Soil	  &	  
Water	  










































































































































Interested	  in	  being	  more	  involved	  






























GOAL 3: RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVELY MAINTAINS SOCIO-ECO-







GOAL 4: DEVELOPMENT PROVIDES SPACES FOR JOBS AND ENTREPRE-
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CONNECTED, ACTIVE NEIGHBORHOOD
GOAL 6: THE GREENWAY TRAIL IS A DEFINING FEATURE OF NEW SITE DE-































GOAL 9: VIEWS OF NATURE AND LOCAL LANDMARKS ARE PROTECT-








GOAL 10: DEVELOPMENT MITIGATES RAILROAD NOISE, PRIORITIZING 

















































































































Loan to Value (LTV):	The	relationship	between	the	amount	of	a	mortgage	loan	and	
the	value	of	the	real	estate	securing	it;	the	loan	amount	divided	by	market	value.
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Title 33, Planning and Zoning Chapter 33.140 
1/1/15 Employment and Industrial Zones 
 
other rooftop mechanical equipment which cumulatively covers no more than 10 
percent of the roof area may extend 10 feet above the height limit. 
3. Antennas, utility power poles, and public safety facilities are exempt from the  
height limit. 
4. Small wind turbines are subject to the standards of Chapter 33.299. 
5. Roof mounted solar panels are not included in height calculations, and may exceed 
the maximum height limit if the following are met: 
a. For flat roofs or the horizontal portion of mansard roofs, they may extend up to 
5 feet above the top of the highest point of the roof. 
b. For pitched, hipped, or gambrel roofs, they must be mounted no more than 12 
inches from the surface of the roof at any point, and may not extend above the 



















Maximum FAR  
(see 33.140.205) 
3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 no limit no limit no limit 
Maximum Height  
(see 33.140.210) 
45 ft. no limit 65 ft no limit no limit no limit 
Min. Building Setbacks  














- Lot line abutting an OS, 





















15 ft. 15 ft.  
Max. Building Stbks  
(see 33.140.215) 
 Transit Street or 























85% of site 
area 










Min. Landscaped Area  
(see 140.225) 
15% of site 
area 
15% of site 
area 
None None 15% of site 
area 
None 






























Abutting an R zoned lot 
(see 33.140.215.B.) 
5 ft. @ L3 
or none 
 10 ft. @ 
L3 
 
5 ft. @ L3 
or none 
5 ft. @ L3 
or none 
10 ft. @ L3 
 
10 ft. @ L3 
 
140-11 
Title 33, Planning and Zoning Chapter 33.140 
1/1/15 Employment and Industrial Zones 
 
Table 140-1 















Residential Categories       
Household Living CU CU Y CU [1] CU [1] CU [1] 
Group Living CU CU L/CU [2] N N N 
Commercial Categories       
Retail Sales And Service  L/CU [3] L/CU [3] Y L/CU [4] L/CU [5] L/CU [6] 
Office L [3] L [3] Y L/CU [4] L/CU [5] L/CU [6] 
Quick Vehicle Servicing  Y Y N Y Y Y 
Vehicle Repair Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Commercial Parking  CU [15] CU [15] CU [15] CU [15] CU [15] CU [15] 
Self-Service Storage Y Y L [7] Y Y Y 
Commercial Outdoor Recreation Y Y Y CU CU CU 
Major Event Entertainment CU CU CU CU CU CU 
Industrial Categories       
Manufacturing And Production Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Warehouse And Freight 
Movement  
Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Wholesale Sales Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Industrial Service Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Railroad Yards N N N Y Y Y 
Waste-Related N N N L/CU [8] L/CU [8] L/CU [8] 
Institutional Categories       
Basic Utilities Y/CU [12] Y/CU [12] Y/CU [12] Y/CU [13] Y/CU [13] Y/CU 13] 
Community Service L [9] L [9] L [10] L/CU [11] L/CU [11] L/CU [11] 
Parks And Open Areas Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Schools Y Y Y N N N 
Colleges Y Y Y N N N 
Medical Centers Y Y Y N N N 
Religious Institutions Y Y Y N N N 
Daycare  Y Y Y L/CU [11] L/CU 11] L/CU 11] 
Other Categories       
Agriculture L [16]  L [16] L [16]  L [16]  L [16]  L [16] 














Detention Facilities CU CU CU CU CU CU 
Mining N N N CU CU CU 
Radio Frequency Transmission 
Facilities 
L/CU [14] L/CU [14] L/CU [14] L/CU [14] L/CU 14] L/CU 14] 
Rail Lines And Utility Corridors Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Y = Yes, Allowed  
CU = Conditional Use Review Required  
L = Allowed, But Special Limitations 
N = No, Prohibited  
Notes: 
x The use categories are described in Chapter 33.920.  
x Regulations that correspond to the bracketed numbers [ ] are stated in 33.140.100.B. 
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The	new	land	use	designation	for	the	Steel	Hammer	Site	is	Mixed	Use	-	
Urban	Center	which,	“allows a broad range of commercial and employment 
uses, public services, and a wide range of housing options. Areas within this 
designation are generally mixed-use and very urban in character. Develop-
ment will be pedestrian-oriented with a strong emphasis on design and street 
level activity, and will range from low- to mid-rise in scale. The range of zones 
and development scale associated with this designation are intended to allow 
for more intense development in core areas of centers and corridors and near 

























































































there are multiple LEVERAGE POINTS for the neighborhood 
depending on the combination of base zone, overlay zone, and land 
use designation, and these various combinations could differ if a 
developer wants to submit an application tomorrow, over the next year, 
or a couple years in the future. Upon first glance, the combination 
might look prohibitive to the mixed-use type of development a lot of the 
neighborhood would like to see, but it is BECAUSE of this restrictive 
combination, and the multiple hoops that a developer will have to jump 
through to build almost anything lucrative, that the community is able to 
have input on what gets built (via various LEVERAGE POINTS) instead 







































Developer applies for a 
change to have comp 
plan as zone
NEIGHBORHOOD 










d = Design Overlay 
NEIGHBORHOOD input during 
Design Commission Meetings
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more likely less likely
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Potential for Design Overlay and
NEIGHBORHOOD input during 
Design Commission Meetings
Developer applies for a 
change to have comp 
plan as zone
NEIGHBORHOOD 














































Potential for Design Overlay and
NEIGHBORHOOD input during 
Design Commission Meetings
Developer applies for a 
change to have comp 
plan as zone
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We	have	considered	three scales or tiers of geography	(Figure	E1	shows	
Tier	1	and	2).	These	different	scales/tiers	of	socio-economic	trends	which	help	
inform	what	is	feasible	to	build	on	the	site	are	defined	below:
























Study Area (Tier 1) 7,290 2.0% 7,781 1.5% 8,575 1.4% 1,285 17.6%
Area of Planning Influence (Tier 2) 17,703 4.8% 19,345 3.7% 21,504 3.6% 3,801 21.5%
City of Portland (Tier 3) 366,383 100.0% 529,121 100.0% 594,687 100.0% 228,304 62.3%
1980 2000 ACS 2013 Change
Table	E1:Total	Population,	1980	-	2013



















































Source: U.S. Census Bureau.  “Age, Census 1980-2000 and ACS 2013 (5-Year Estimates).” Social Explorer: Table T9.
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87% 93% 86% 91%


































Study Area (Tier 1) City of Portland (Tier 3) Study Area (Tier 1) City of Portland (Tier 3)
2000 2013
White African‐american Other
Source: U.S. Census Bureau.  “Hispanic Or Latino By Race, Census 2000 and ACS 
2013 (5-Year Estimates).” Social Explorer: Table T15.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau.  “Hispanic Or Latino By Race, Census 2000 and ACS 2013 
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Study Area (Tier 1) 1,115 14.4% 1,540 17.9% 425 38.1%
Area of Planning Influence (Tier 2) 2,920 16.1% 4,395 22.0% 1,475 50.5%









Source: U.S. Census Bureau.  “ Ratio Of Income In 1999 To Poverty Level (Summarized), 
Census 2000 and ACS 2013 (5-Year Estimates).” Social Explorer: Table T185.
MEDIAN INCOME
Study Area (Tier 1) $38,517 $44,551 $43,518 5,002 13.0%
Area of Planning Influence (Tier 2) $47,114 $50,353 $45,034 ‐2,080 ‐4.4%
City of Portland (Tier 3) $47,432 $56,136 $52,657 5,225 11.0%
* All dollar values are in 2013 inflation adjusted dollars
1980 2000 ACS 2013 Change
Source: U.S. Census Bureau.  “ Median Household Income In 2013 Dollars, Census 1980, 2000 and ACS 2013 (5-











Study Area (Tier 1) 5,256 100.0% 6133 100.0% 877 16.7%
High School or Less 2,789 53.1% 1721 32.7% ‐1,068 ‐38.3%
College/Bachelor's 2,224 42.3% 3550 67.5% 1,326 59.6%
Master's/ Professional/ Doctorate 243 4.6% 862 16.4% 619 254.7%
Area of Planning Influence (Tier 2) 11,653 100.0% 13,629 100.0% 1,976 17.0%
High School or Less 6,145 52.7% 4,510 38.7% ‐1,635 ‐26.6%
College/Bachelor's 4,932 42.3% 7,477 64.2% 2,545 51.6%
Master's/ Professional/ Doctorate 576 4.9% 1,642 14.1% 1,066 185.1%
City of Portland (Tier 3) 363,851 100.0% 427,180 100.0% 63,329 17.4%
High School or Less 133,073 36.6% 115,627 31.8% ‐17,446 ‐13.1%
College/Bachelor's 189,401 52.1% 236,656 65.0% 47,255 24.9%
Master's/ Professional/ Doctorate 41,377 11.4% 74,897 20.6% 33,520 81.0%
Change2000 ACS 2013
Source: U.S. Census Bureau.  “Educational Attainment For Population 25 Years And Over, Census 2000 and ACS 2013 (5-Year Estimates).” 



















Source: U.S. Census Bureau.  “Means Of Transportation To Work For Workers 16 
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appendix f: interviews
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appendix g: survey
Cathedral  Park  Neighborhood  Survey  
  
We  are  a  student  group  from  Portland  State  University,  and  we  want  to  learn  what  YOU  think  about  potential  new  
buildings  and  development  in  the  Cathedral  Park  neighborhood.  The  information  that  we  gather  from  these  surveys  
will  directly  inform  what  happens  on  a  particular  site  directly  on  the  waterfront,  and  the  direction  that  the  
neighborhood  association  advocates  for  future  development.  
  
The  large  site  (shown  below)  is  close  neighbors  with  Cathedral  Park,  and  is  the  size  of  11½    football  fields,  or  over  9  
downtown  city  blocks.  While  there  are  two  businesses  that  rent  a  small  portion  of  the  site,  most  of  the  land  is  a  
former  industrial  lot  -­  currently  an  empty  field  of  dirt  and  concrete.  There  is  also  an  existing  rail  line,  and  plans  for  a  
public  trail  to  run  through  the  site.  The  land  is  currently  for  sale  and  going  through  a  rezoning  process,  which  creates  
a  wide  range  of  possible  buildings  and  activities  that  could  happen  there.  
  
  
1. What  neighborhood  do  
you  live  in?  
❍  Cathedral  Park  
❍  St.  Johns  
❍  University  Park  
❍  Portsmouth  
❍  Kenton  
❍  Arbor  Lodge  
❍  Overlook  






2. Which  of  the  following  activities  have  you  done  in  the  Cathedral  Park  neighborhood  this  month?    
Check  all  that  apply.  
❍  Went  to  work  or  school  
❍  Visited  a  restaurant/  bar/  cafe  
❍  Went  shopping  
❍  Visited  friends  or  family  
❍  Went  to  a  community  event  or  religious  service  
❍  Visited  a  park  or  nature  space  
❍  Other  ________________________________  
❍  I  have  ​not ​  been  in  the  neighborhood  this  month  
  
3. Which  of  the  following  does  this  neighborhood  need  more  of?​  Please  check  up  to  4  options.  
❍  Manufacturing  and  industrial  jobs  
❍  Business  offices  
❍  Spaces  for  artists  &  small  start-­ups  
❍  Education  or  job-­training  opportunities  
❍  Places  to  shop  
❍  Places  to  eat  
❍  Housing  
❍  Community  meeting  space  
❍  Places  for  kids  to  play/hang  out  
❍  Nature  space/natural  habitat  
❍  A  place  to  access  the  water  










4. Which  of  the  following  activities  would  you  personally  see  yourself  doing  by  the  waterfront...  
  
     At  least  once  a  week   At  least  once  a  month   At  least  a  few  times  a  
year  
Walking  or  jogging   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Biking   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Fishing  or  boating   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Relaxing   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Playing  with  friends  or  
family   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Spending  time  at  a  
waterfront  cafe  or  bar   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Other:  
__________________   ❍   ❍   ❍  
  
  
5. When  thinking  of  the  Cathedral  Park  Neighborhood  area,  how  important  are  each  of  the  following  
issues?  
    
This  is  not  a  
problem.  
This  problem  can  
wait  until  we  fix  
bigger  problems.  
We  should  fix  
this  NOW!  
I  don’t  know.  
Cost  of  rental  housing   ❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Cost  of  single-­family  
homes  
❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Availability  of  good  jobs   ❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Industry  and  housing  
close  together  
❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Air  Quality   ❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Soil  and  water  pollution   ❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Railroad  noise   ❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Access  to  grocery  stores   ❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Access  to  retail  
shopping  
❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Traffic  safety   ❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
Events  blocking  access  
to  streets  
❍   ❍   ❍   ❍  
  




We  want  to  know  if  we’re  doing  a  good  job  of  reaching  as  many  different  people  as  possible.  Please  help  us  
by  answering  the  demographic  questions  below.    
  
7. How  old  are  you?  Please  check  the  
category  that  applies.  
  
❍  ​18  or  younger  
❍  ​19  -­  24  
❍  ​25  -­  34  
❍  ​35  -­  44  
❍  ​45  -­  54  
❍  ​55  -­  64  
❍  ​65  -­  74  
❍  ​75  or  older  
  
8. Which  ethnicity  or  race  do  you  identify  with,  if  any?  
(Check  all  that  apply)  
  
❍  ​White  
❍  ​Hispanic  or  Latino  
❍  ​Black  or  African  American  
❍  ​Native  American  or  American  Indian  





9. Gender?    
  
❍  ​  Male   ​❍  ​Female   ​❍    ​Other_________________  
  
10. If  you  live  in  the  Cathedral  Park  Neighborhood​,  have  you  ever  attended  Neighborhood  Association  
meetings  at  the  BES  Water  Pollution  Lab  building?    
  
❍  ​Yes ​❍  ​  No  
  
11. Are  you  interested  in  being  more  involved  with  the  neighborhood  association?  
  
❍  ​Yeah,  sounds  good! ​❍  ​Not  really. ​❍  ​I’m  not  sure.  
  
  
Please  write  down  your  email  address  so  we  can  keep  you  informed  of  how  your  input  is  shaping  a  vision  
for  the  Cathedral  Waterfront  site!  
  




THANK  YOU!  Your  participation  is  incredibly  valuable  to  this  process.  Your  input  helps  to  influence  new  























appendix h: survey results























































































































(check	  all	  that	  apply)	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HOW DO PEOPLE USE THE AREA?
The	two	most	popular	activities	that	people	had	participated	in	over	the	past	month	
were	visiting	a	park	and	going	to	a	restaurant.	


















Went	  shopping	   Visited	  friends	  or	  
family	  
Went	  to	  a	  
community	  event	  or	  
religious	  service	  
Visited	  a	  park	  or	  
nature	  space	  







































Biking	   Fishing	  or	  
boa;ng	  





;me	  at	  a	  
waterfront	  

















Which	  of	  the	  following	  ac-vites	  	  
would	  you	  do	  by	  the	  waterfront?	  
At	  least	  once	  a	  week	  
At	  least	  once	  a	  month	  






















Air	  quality	   Soil	  and	  water	  
polluHon	  

























How	  important	  is	  each	  of	  the	  following?	  
We	  should	  ﬁx	  this	  NOW!	  
This	  problem	  can	  wait	  unHl	  we	  ﬁx	  
bigger	  problems.	  
This	  is	  not	  a	  problem	  here.	  
I	  don't	  know.	  






























Places	  to	  shop	   Places	  to	  eat	   Housing	   Community	  
meeAng	  space	  

























Which	  of	  the	  following	  does	  the	  neighborhood	  need	  more	  of?	  
Check	  up	  to	  four	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I'm	  not	  sure.	  
35%	  
Are	  you	  interested	  in	  being	  more	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 Places	  to	  shop	   	  
Places	  to	  eat	  
 Housing	    Community	  
meeDng	  space	  
	  Places	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  kids	  













































































Which	  ac-vity	  did	  you	  do	  in	  the	  CP	  neighborhood	  
in	  the	  last	  month?	  
Asian	  or	  Paciﬁc	  Islander	  
Black	  or	  African	  American	  





















and	  industrial	  jobs	  
Business	  oﬃces	   Spaces	  for	  arAsts	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  shop	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   Housing	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Which	  of	  the	  following	  does	  the	  CP	  neighborhood	  need	  more	  of?	  
Asian	  or	  Paciﬁc	  Islander	  
Black	  or	  African	  American	  















































































Interested	  in	  being	  more	  involved	  

































Which	  of	  the	  following	  did	  you	  do	  in	  the	  CP	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Which	  of	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  following	  does	  	  












































Which	  ac-vi-es	  did	  you	  do	  in	  the	  CP	  neighborhood	  
in	  the	  last	  month?	  




















Cost	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How	  important	  are	  each	  of	  the	  following?	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  shop	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Which	  of	  the	  following	  does	  this	  neighborhood	  need	  more	  of?	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appendix i: walk and talk routes
Light Bue
C:   39
M:  1
Y:   17
K:   0
Medium Blue
C:   74
M:  31
Y:   43
K:   18
Dark Blue 
C:   
M:  31
Y:   43
K:   18
Goldenrod
C:   0
M:  25
Y:   90
K:   0
Stone
C:   24
M:  22
Y:   30
K:   0
Patina
C:   48
M:  4
Y:   42
K:   0
Text Body 
C:   0
M:  0
Y:   0
K:   70
















1. Steel Hammer Site
2. N Edison & Richmond
3. Johns Community Garden
4. N Salem
5. BES Water Lab
6. Back to the Steel Hammer Site
0   0.25   0.5   miles
1 Mile Community Walk & Talk
Light Bue
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Y:   17
K:   0
Medium Blue
C:   74
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C:   
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K:   18
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C:   0
M:  25
Y:   90
K:   0
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C:   24
M:  22
Y:   30
K:   0
Patina
C:   48
M:  4
Y:   42
K:   0
Text Body 
C:   0
M:  0
Y:   0
K:   70


















1. Steel Hammer Site
2. N Edison
3. N Tyler & Willamette
4. Water Tower
5. Town Center
6. Cathedral Park Place
7. Baltimore Woods
8. N Crawford & Pittsburg
9. Cathedral Park
10. Back to the Steel Hammer Site
0   0.25   0.5   miles
2 Mile Community Walk & Talk
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“Pools are ok but I’d prefer expanse of wild area & trail”
#17






















“no parking on street - like gathering space”; “for its outdoor seating for all citizens to be 
able to enjoy relaxing/dining along the beautiful waterfront”
#15













  2 black
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  8 black
23 total
#22






















  2 black
21 total
“like building, Ø intersection”
“like style, needs outdoor seating” “East bank esplanade was a bad default position instead of rerouting the freeway. There 























  1 black
20 total
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  5 black
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  4 black
16 total
#29
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  2 black
12 total
#11
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appendix l: development scenario pro formas
Site Area (s.f.) 650,642                   Gross Flex. Office/Industrial Income D26*D16
Approximate Buildable Area (less streets, emergency access, and trail) 500,000 Gross Retail Income D27*D17
Height 45' - 55' Gross Live/Work Income D28*D18
Number of stories 4 - 5 stories Gross Residential Income D29*D19
FAR 3 to 1 Gross Community Space Income D30*D20
Crawford River Total Gross Parking Income (B31+C31)*D31
Gross Flex.Office/Industrial Area -                      -                        SUM(B10,C10) Gross Income: SUM(I4:I9)
Gross Retail Area -                      -                        SUM(B11,C11) Vacancy for Flex Office/Ind. 8.20% I4*H11
Gross Live/Work Area -                      -                        SUM(B12,C12) Vacancy for Retail 4.90% I5*H12
Gross Residential -                      -                        SUM(B13,C13) Vacancy for Live/Work 3.60% I6*H13
Gross Community Space -                      -                        SUM(B14,C14) Vacancy for Residential 2.30% I7*H14
Gross Parking Area -                      -                        SUM(B15,C15) Operating costs for Flex Office/Ind. 40% H15*I4
Net Flex. Office/Industrial Area (85% of gross) B10*0.85 C10*0.85 SUM(B16,C16) Operating costs for Retail 40%  H16*I5
Net Retail Area (85% of gross) B11*0.85 C11*0.85 SUM(B17,C17) Operating costs for Live/Work 40% H17*I6
Net Live/Work Area (85% of gross) B12*0.85 C12*0.85 SUM(B18,C18) Operating costs for Residential 40% H18*I7
Net Residential (85% of gross) B13*0.85 C13*0.85 SUM(B19,C19) Expenses: SUM(I11:I18)
Net Community Space (85% of gross) B14*0.85 C14*0.85 SUM(B20,C20) Net Operating Income (NOI) I10-I19
Net Parking Area (95% of gross) (X spaces) B15*0.95 C15*0.95 SUM(B21,C21)
Gross Building Area SUM(D10:D15)
Net Leasable Area SUM(D16:D21)
Overall Efficiency D23/D22
Office Rent/s.f./year $19.33 Color Definition:
Retail Rent/s.f./year $16.78 Important Value
LiveWork Rent/s.f./year $20.04 Input Value
Residential Rent/s.f./year $24.00 Formula Cell
Community Space rent/s.f./year $5.48
Parking Space rent/space/year -                      -                        $300






























Debt-Coverage Ratio min: 1.25
Project Value
Loan-to-Value





YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8 YR 9 YR 10
Revenue (3% increase per year) SUM(I4:I9) B49*103% C49*103% D49*103% E49*103% F49*103% G49*103% H49*103% I49*103% J49*103%
Expenses (3% increase per year) SUM(I11:I18) B50*103% C50*103% D50*103% E50*103% F50*103% G50*103% H50*103% I50*103% J50*103%
NOI SUM(B49:B51) SUM(C49:C51) SUM(D49:D51) SUM(E49:E51) SUM(F49:F51) SUM(G49:G51) SUM(H49:H51) SUM(I49:I51) SUM(J49:J51) SUM(K49:K51)
Debt Service $B$45 $B$45 $B$45 $B$45 $B$45 $B$45 $B$45 $B$45 $B$45 $B$45
NET CASH FLOW B52+B53 C52+C53 D52+D53 E52+E53 F52+F53 G52+G53 H52+H53 I52+I53 J52+J53 K52+K53
RETURN ON INVESTMENT B54/$B$46 C54/$B$46 D54/$B$46 E54/$B$46 F54/$B$46 G54/$B$46 H54/$B$46 I54/$B$46 J54/$B$46 K54/$B$46
Combined DCR (B52/B53) (C52/C53) (D52/D53) (E52/E53) (F52/F53) (G52/G53) (H52/H53) (I52/I53) (J52/J53) (K52/K53)
PROJECT APPRECIATION at 3% B43/B44 B58*1.03 C58*1.03 D58*1.03 E58*1.03 F58*1.03 G58*1.03 H58*1.03 I58*1.03 J58*1.03




(B46) B54 C54 D54 E54 F54 G54 H54 I54 J54 K54+K59+J60
4.0%
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Site Area (s.f.) 650,642          Gross Flex. Office/Industrial Income -$                   
Approximate Buildable Area (less streets, emergency access, and trail) 500,000 Gross Retail Income 888,585$           
Height 45' - 55' Gross Live/Work Income 1,061,042$        
Number of stories 4 - 5 stories Gross Residential Income 9,167,760$        
FAR 3 to 1 Gross Community Space Income -$                   
Crawford River Total Gross Parking Income 85,800$             
Gross Flex.Office/Industrial Area -                  -                  -                  Gross Income: 11,203,187$      
Gross Retail Area 41,400            20,900            62,300            Vacancy for Flex Office/Ind. 8.20% -$                   
Gross Live/Work Area 41,400            20,900            62,300            Vacancy for Retail 4.90% (43,541)$            
Gross Residential 205,200          244,200          449,400          Vacancy for Live/Work 3.60% (38,198)$            
Gross Community Space -                  -                  -                  Vacancy for Residential 2.30% (210,858)$          
Gross Parking Area 34,358            37,895            72,253            Operating costs for Flex Office/Ind. 40% -$                   
Net Flex. Office/Industrial Area (85% of gross) -                  -                  -                  Operating costs for Retail 40% (355,433.96)$
Net Retail Area (85% of gross) 35,190            17,765            52,955            Operating costs for Live/Work 40% (424,416.67)$
Net Live/Work Area (85% of gross) 35,190            17,765            52,955            Operating costs for Residential 40% (3,667,104)$       
Net Residential (85% of gross) 174,420          207,570          381,990          Expenses: (4,739,551)$       
Net Community Space (85% of gross) -                  -                  -                  Net Operating Income (NOI) 6,463,635.31$
Net Parking Area (95% of gross) (286 spaces ) 32,640            36,000            68,640            
Gross Building Area 646,253          






Community Space rent/s.f./year $5.48




Debt-Coverage Ratio min: 1.25
Project Value
Loan-to-Value





YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8 YR 9 YR 10
Revenue (3% increase per year) 11,203,187 11,539,282 11,885,461 12,242,024 12,609,285 12,987,564 13,377,191 13,778,506 14,191,862 14,617,617
Expenses (3% increase per year) (4,739,551) (4,881,738) (5,028,190) (5,179,036) (5,334,407) (5,494,439) (5,659,272) (5,829,050) (6,003,922) (6,184,039)
NOI 6,463,635 6,657,544 6,857,271 7,062,989 7,274,878 7,493,125 7,717,919 7,949,456 8,187,940 8,433,578
Debt Service (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758)
NET CASH FLOW 1,834,878 2,028,787 2,228,513 2,434,231 2,646,121 2,864,367 3,089,161 3,320,699 3,559,182 3,804,820
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 6.8% 7.5% 8.3% 9.0% 9.8% 10.6% 11.5% 12.3% 13.2% 14.1%
Combined DCR 1.40 1.44 1.48 1.53 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72 1.77 1.82
PROJECT APPRECIATION at 3% $107,727,255 $110,959,073 $114,287,845 $117,716,480 $121,247,975 $124,885,414 $128,631,976 $132,490,936 $136,465,664 $140,559,634
NET SALES PROCEEDS $130,720,459
LOAN BALANCE ($63,653,847.57)
TOTAL EQUITY $130,720,459
10 yr IRR: 16.3%
(26,931,814) 1,834,878 2,028,787 2,228,513 2,434,231 2,646,121 2,864,367 3,089,161 3,320,699 3,559,182 $70,871,432.24
Financial Calculations and 10 Year Internal Rate of Return
Cathedral Waterfront Scheme A Mid-Rise Residential - Full Build Out
Project Elements Operating Pro Forma (per year)
80,795,441$                              
4.0%
(4,628,758)$                               
26,931,814$                              
Permanent Financing Assumptions
30
107,727,255.16$                       
75%
194$                                          
6,463,635$                                
6%
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Site Area (s.f.) 650,642          Gross Flex. Office/Industrial Income -$                   
Approximate Buildable Area (less streets, emergency access, and trail) 500,000 Gross Retail Income 888,585$           
Height 45' - 55' Gross Live/Work Income 1,061,042$        
Number of stories 4 - 5 stories Gross Residential Income 9,167,760$        
FAR 3 to 1 Gross Community Space Income -$                   
Crawford River Total Gross Parking Income 85,800$             
Gross Flex.Office/Industrial Area -                  -                  -                  Gross Income: 11,203,187$      
Gross Retail Area 41,400            20,900            62,300            Vacancy for Flex Office/Ind. 8.20% -$                   
Gross Live/Work Area 41,400            20,900            62,300            Vacancy for Retail 4.90% (43,541)$            
Gross Residential 205,200          244,200          449,400          Vacancy for Live/Work 3.60% (38,198)$            
Gross Community Space -                  -                  -                  Vacancy for Residential 2.30% (210,858)$          
Gross Parking Area 34,358            37,895            72,253            Operating costs for Flex Office/Ind. 40% -$                   
Net Flex. Office/Industrial Area (85% of gross) -                  -                  -                  Operating costs for Retail 40% (355,433.96)$
Net Retail Area (85% of gross) 35,190            17,765            52,955            Operating costs for Live/Work 40% (424,416.67)$
Net Live/Work Area (85% of gross) 35,190            17,765            52,955            Operating costs for Residential 40% (3,667,104)$       
Net Residential (85% of gross) 174,420          207,570          381,990          Expenses: (4,739,551)$       
Net Community Space (85% of gross) -                  -                  -                  Net Operating Income (NOI) 6,463,635.31$
Net Parking Area (95% of gross) (286 spaces ) 32,640            36,000            68,640            
Gross Building Area 646,253          






Community Space rent/s.f./year $5.48




Debt-Coverage Ratio min: 1.25
Project Value
Loan-to-Value





YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8 YR 9 YR 10
Revenue (3% increase per year) 11,203,187 11,539,282 11,885,461 12,242,024 12,609,285 12,987,564 13,377,191 13,778,506 14,191,862 14,617,617
Expenses (3% increase per year) (4,739,551) (4,881,738) (5,028,190) (5,179,036) (5,334,407) (5,494,439) (5,659,272) (5,829,050) (6,003,922) (6,184,039)
NOI 6,463,635 6,657,544 6,857,271 7,062,989 7,274,878 7,493,125 7,717,919 7,949,456 8,187,940 8,433,578
Debt Service (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758)
NET CASH FLOW 1,834,878 2,028,787 2,228,513 2,434,231 2,646,121 2,864,367 3,089,161 3,320,699 3,559,182 3,804,820
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 6.8% 7.5% 8.3% 9.0% 9.8% 10.6% 11.5% 12.3% 13.2% 14.1%
Combined DCR 1.40 1.44 1.48 1.53 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72 1.77 1.82
PROJECT APPRECIATION at 3% $107,727,255 $110,959,073 $114,287,845 $117,716,480 $121,247,975 $124,885,414 $128,631,976 $132,490,936 $136,465,664 $140,559,634
NET SALES PROCEEDS $130,720,459
LOAN BALANCE ($63,653,847.57)
TOTAL EQUITY $130,720,459
10 yr IRR: 16.3%
(26,931,814) 1,834,878 2,028,787 2,228,513 2,434,231 2,646,121 2,864,367 3,089,161 3,320,699 3,559,182 $70,871,432.24
Financial Calculations and 10 Year Internal Rate of Return
Cathedral Waterfront Scheme A Mid-Rise Residential - Full Build Out
Project Elements Operating Pro Forma (per year)
80,795,441$                              
4.0%
(4,628,758)$                               
26,931,814$                              
Permanent Financing Assumptions
30
107,727,255.16$                       
75%
194$                                          
6,463,635$                                
6%
Site Area (s.f.) 650,642          Gross Flex. Office/Industrial Income -$                   
Approximate Buildable Area (less streets, emergency access, and trail) 500,000 Gross Retail Income 888,585$           
Height 45' - 55' Gross Live/Work Income 1,061,042$        
Number of stories 4 - 5 stories Gross Residential Income 9,167,760$        
FAR 3 to 1 Gross Community Space Income -$                   
Crawford River Total Gross Parking Income 85,800$             
Gross Flex.Office/Industrial Area -                -                  -               Gross Income: 11,203,187$      
Gross Retail Area 41,400            20,900            62,300            Vacancy for Flex Office/Ind. 8.20% -$                   
Gross Live/Work Area 41,400            20,900            62,300            Vacancy for Retail 4.90% (43,541)$            
Gross Residential 205,200          244,200          449,400          Vacancy for Live/Work 3.60% (38,198)$            
Gross Community Space -                  -                  -                  Vacancy for Residential 2.30% (210,858)$          
Gross Parking Area 34,358            37,895            72,253            Operating costs for Flex Office/Ind. 40% -$                   
Net Flex. Office/Industrial Area (85% of gross) -                  -                  -                  Operating costs for Retail 40% (355,433.96)$
N t Retail Area (85% of gross) 35,190            17,765            52,955            Operating costs for Live/Work 40% (424,416.67)$
Net Live/Work Area (85% of gross) 35,190            17,765            52,955            Operating costs for Residential 40% (3,667,104)$       
Net Residential (85% of gross) 174,420          207,570          381,990          Expenses: (4,739,551)$       
Net Community Space (85% of gross) -                  -                  -                  Net Operating Income (NOI) 6,463,635.31$
Net Parking Area (95% of gross) (286 spaces ) 32,640            36,000            68,640            
Gross Building Area 646,253          






Community Space rent/s.f./year $5.48




Debt-Coverage Ratio min: 1.25
Project Value
Loan-to-Value





YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8 YR 9 YR 10
Revenue (3% increase per year) 11,203,187 11,539,282 11,885,461 12,242,024 12,609,285 12,987,564 13,377,191 13,778,506 14,191,862 14,617,617
Expenses (3% increase per year) (4,739,551) (4,881,738) (5,028,190) (5,179,036) (5,334,407) (5,494,439) (5,659,272) (5,829,050) (6,003,922) (6,184,039)
NOI 6,463,635 6,657,544 6,857,271 7,062,989 7,274,878 7,493,125 7,717,919 7,949,456 8,187,940 8,433,578
Debt Service (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758) (4,628,758)
T CASH FLOW 1,834,878 2,028,787 2,228,513 2,434,231 2,646,121 2,864,367 3,089,161 3,320,699 3,559,182 3,804,820
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 6.8% 7.5% 8.3% 9.0% 9.8% 10.6% 11.5% 12.3% 13.2% 14.1%
Combined DCR 1.40 1.44 1.48 1.53 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72 1.77 1.82
PROJECT APPRECIATION at 3% $107,727,255 $110,959,073 $114,287,845 $117,716,480 $121,247,975 $124,885,414 $128,631,976 $132,490,936 $136,465,664 $140,559,634
NET SALES PROCEEDS $130,720,459
LOAN BALANCE ($63,653,847.57)
TOTAL EQUITY $130,720,459
10 yr IRR: 16.3%
(26,931,814) 1,834,878 2,028,787 2,228,513 2,434,231 2,646,121 2,864,367 3,089,161 3,320,699 3,559,182 $70,871,432.24
Financial Calculations and 10 Year Internal Rate of Return
Cathedral Waterfront Scheme A Mid-Rise Residential - Full Build Out
Project Elements Operating Pro Forma (per year)
80,795,441$                              
4.0%
(4,628,758)$                               
26,931,814$                              
Permanent Financing Assumptions
30
107,727,255.16$                       
75%
194$                                          
6,463,635$                                
6%




















Cathedral Waterfront Vision Plan148
Site Area (s.f.) 650,642          Gross Flex. Office/Industrial Income 1,490,246$        
Approximate Buildable Area (less streets, emergency access, and trail) 500,000 Gross Retail Income 231,061$           
Height 45' - 55' Gross Live/Work Income 551,810$           
Number of stories 4 - 5 stories Gross Residential Income 6,927,840$        
FAR 3 to 1 Gross Community Space Income -$                   
Crawford River Total Gross Parking Income 150,000$           
Gross Flex.Office/Industrial Area -                  90,700            90,700            Gross Income: 9,350,957$        
Gross Retail Area 16,200            -                  16,200            Vacancy for Flex Office/Ind. 8.20% (122,200)$          
Gross Live/Work Area 32,400            -                  32,400            Vacancy for Retail 4.90% (11,322)$            
Gross Residential 158,200          181,400          339,600          Vacancy for Live/Work 3.60% (19,865)$            
Gross Community Space -                  -                  -                  Vacancy for Residential 2.30% (159,340)$          
Gross Parking Area 50,526            75,789            126,316          Operating costs for Flex Office/Ind. 40% (596,099)$          
Net Flex. Office/Industrial Area (85% of gross) -                  77,095.0         77,095.0         Operating costs for Retail 40% (92,424.24)$       
Net Retail Area (85% of gross) 13,770            -                  13,770            Operating costs for Live/Work 40% (220,723.92)$
Net Live/Work Area (85% of gross) 27,540            -                  27,540            Operating costs for Residential 40% (2,771,136)$       
Net Residential (85% of gross) 134,470          154,190          288,660          Expenses: (3,993,110)$       
Net Community Space (85% of gross) -                  -                  -                  Net Operating Income (NOI) 5,357,846.41$
Net Parking Area (95% of gross) (500 spaces ) 48,000            72,000            120,000          
Gross Building Area 605,216          






Community Space rent/s.f./year $5.48




Debt-Coverage Ratio min: 1.25
Project Value
Loan-to-Value





YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8 YR 9 YR 10
Revenue (3% increase per year) 9,350,957 9,631,485 9,920,430 10,218,043 10,524,584 10,840,322 11,165,531 11,500,497 11,845,512 12,200,878
Expenses (3% increase per year) (3,993,110) (4,112,904) (4,236,291) (4,363,379) (4,494,281) (4,629,109) (4,767,983) (4,911,022) (5,058,353) (5,210,103)
NOI 5,357,846 5,518,582 5,684,139 5,854,663 6,030,303 6,211,212 6,397,549 6,589,475 6,787,160 6,990,774
Debt Service (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877)
NET CASH FLOW 1,520,970 1,681,705 1,847,263 2,017,787 2,193,427 2,374,336 2,560,672 2,752,599 2,950,283 3,153,898
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 6.8% 7.5% 8.3% 9.0% 9.8% 10.6% 11.5% 12.3% 13.2% 14.1%
Combined DCR 1.40 1.44 1.48 1.53 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72 1.77 1.82
PROJECT APPRECIATION at 3% $89,297,440 $91,976,363 $94,735,654 $97,577,724 $100,505,056 $103,520,207 $106,625,813 $109,824,588 $113,119,325 $116,512,905
NET SALES PROCEEDS $108,357,002
LOAN BALANCE ($52,764,044.10)
TOTAL EQUITY $108,357,002
10 yr IRR: 16.3%
(22,324,360) 1,520,970 1,681,705 1,847,263 2,017,787 2,193,427 2,374,336 2,560,672 2,752,599 2,950,283 $58,746,855.36
4.0%
Cathedral Waterfront Scheme B Mid-Rise Mixed Use - Full Build Out
Project Elements Operating Pro Forma (per year)
Permanent Financing Assumptions
66,973,080$                              
(3,836,877)$                               
22,324,360$                              
30
89,297,440.12$                         
75%
169$                                          
5,357,846$                                
6%
Background Documents 149
Site Area (s.f.) 650,642          Gross Flex. Office/Industrial Income 1,490,246$        
Approximate Buildable Area (less streets, emergency access, and trail) 500,000 Gross Retail Income 231,061$           
Height 45' - 55' Gross Live/Work Income 551,810$           
Number of stories 4 - 5 stories Gross Residential Income 6,927,840$        
FAR 3 to 1 Gross Community Space Income -$                   
Crawford River Total Gross Parking Income 150,000$           
Gross Flex.Office/Industrial Area -                  90,700            90,700            Gross Income: 9,350,957$        
Gross Retail Area 16,200            -                  16,200            Vacancy for Flex Office/Ind. 8.20% (122,200)$          
Gross Live/Work Area 32,400            -                  32,400            Vacancy for Retail 4.90% (11,322)$            
Gross Residential 158,200          181,400          339,600          Vacancy for Live/Work 3.60% (19,865)$            
Gross Community Space -                  -                  -                  Vacancy for Residential 2.30% (159,340)$          
Gross Parking Area 50,526            75,789            126,316          Operating costs for Flex Office/Ind. 40% (596,099)$          
Net Flex. Office/Industrial Area (85% of gross) -                  77,095.0         77,095.0         Operating costs for Retail 40% (92,424.24)$       
Net Retail Area (85% of gross) 13,770            -                  13,770            Operating costs for Live/Work 40% (220,723.92)$
Net Live/Work Area (85% of gross) 27,540            -                  27,540            Operating costs for Residential 40% (2,771,136)$       
Net Residential (85% of gross) 134,470          154,190          288,660          Expenses: (3,993,110)$       
Net Community Space (85% of gross) -                  -                  -                  Net Operating Income (NOI) 5,357,846.41$
Net Parking Area (95% of gross) (500 spaces ) 48,000            72,000            120,000          
Gross Building Area 605,216          






Community Space rent/s.f./year $5.48




Debt-Coverage Ratio min: 1.25
Project Value
Loan-to-Value





YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8 YR 9 YR 10
Revenue (3% increase per year) 9,350,957 9,631,485 9,920,430 10,218,043 10,524,584 10,840,322 11,165,531 11,500,497 11,845,512 12,200,878
Expenses (3% increase per year) (3,993,110) (4,112,904) (4,236,291) (4,363,379) (4,494,281) (4,629,109) (4,767,983) (4,911,022) (5,058,353) (5,210,103)
NOI 5,357,846 5,518,582 5,684,139 5,854,663 6,030,303 6,211,212 6,397,549 6,589,475 6,787,160 6,990,774
Debt Service (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877)
NET CASH FLOW 1,520,970 1,681,705 1,847,263 2,017,787 2,193,427 2,374,336 2,560,672 2,752,599 2,950,283 3,153,898
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 6.8% 7.5% 8.3% 9.0% 9.8% 10.6% 11.5% 12.3% 13.2% 14.1%
Combined DCR 1.40 1.44 1.48 1.53 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72 1.77 1.82
PROJECT APPRECIATION at 3% $89,297,440 $91,976,363 $94,735,654 $97,577,724 $100,505,056 $103,520,207 $106,625,813 $109,824,588 $113,119,325 $116,512,905
NET SALES PROCEEDS $108,357,002
LOAN BALANCE ($52,764,044.10)
TOTAL EQUITY $108,357,002
10 yr IRR: 16.3%
(22,324,360) 1,520,970 1,681,705 1,847,263 2,017,787 2,193,427 2,374,336 2,560,672 2,752,599 2,950,283 $58,746,855.36
4.0%
Cathedral Waterfront Scheme B Mid-Rise Mixed Use - Full Build Out
Project Elements Operating Pro Forma (per year)
Permanent Financing Assumptions
66,973,080$                              
(3,836,877)$                               
22,324,360$                              
30
89,297,440.12$                         
75%
169$                                          
5,357,846$                                
6%
Site Area (s.f.) 650,642          Gross Flex. Office/Industrial Income 1,490,246$        
Approximate Buildable Area (less streets, emergency access, and trail) 500,000 Gross Retail Income 231,061$           
Height 45' - 55' Gross Live/Work Income 551,810$           
Number of stories 4 - 5 stories Gross Residential Income 6,927,840$        
FAR 3 to 1 Gross Community Space Income -$                   
Crawford River Total Gross Parking Income 150,000$           
Gross Flex.Office/Industrial Area -                90,700            9 ,700         Gross Income: 9,350,957$        
Gross Retail Area 16,200            -                  16,200            Vacancy for Flex Office/Ind. 8.20% (122,200)$          
Gross Live/Work Area 32,400            -                  32,400            Vacancy for Retail 4.90% (11,322)$            
Gross Residential 158,200          181,400          339,600          Vacancy for Live/Work 3.60% (19,865)$            
Gross Community Space -                  -                  -                  Vacancy for Residential 2.30% (159,340)$          
Gross Parking Area 50,526            75,789            126,316          Operating costs for Flex Office/Ind. 40% (596,099)$          
Net Flex. Office/Industrial Area (85% of gross) -                  77,095.0         77,095.0         Operating costs for Retail 40% (92,424.24)$       
N t Retail Area (85% of gross) 13,770            -                  13,770            Operating costs for Live/Work 40% (220,723.92)$
Net Live/Work Area (85% of gross) 27,540            -                  27,540            Operating costs for Residential 40% (2,771,136)$       
Net Residential (85% of gross) 134,470          154,190          288,660          Expenses: (3,993,110)$       
Net Community Space (85% of gross) -                  -                  -                  Net Operating Income (NOI) 5,357,846.41$
Net Parking Area (95% of gross) (500 spaces ) 48,000            72,000            120,000          
Gross Building Area 605,216          






Community Space rent/s.f./year $5.48




Debt-Coverage Ratio min: 1.25
Project Value
Loan-to-Value





YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8 YR 9 YR 10
Revenue (3% increase per year) 9,350,957 9,631,485 9,920,430 10,218,043 10,524,584 10,840,322 11,165,531 11,500,497 11,845,512 12,200,878
Expenses (3% increase per year) (3,993,110) (4,112,904) (4,236,291) (4,363,379) (4,494,281) (4,629,109) (4,767,983) (4,911,022) (5,058,353) (5,210,103)
NOI 5,357,846 5,518,582 5,684,139 5,854,663 6,030,303 6,211,212 6,397,549 6,589,475 6,787,160 6,990,774
Debt Service (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877) (3,836,877)
T CASH FLOW 1,520,970 1,681,705 1,847,263 2,017,787 2,193,427 2,374,336 2,560,672 2,752,599 2,950,283 3,153,898
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 6.8% 7.5% 8.3% 9.0% 9.8% 10.6% 11.5% 12.3% 13.2% 14.1%
Combined DCR 1.40 1.44 1.48 1.53 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72 1.77 1.82
PROJECT APPRECIATION at 3% $89,297,440 $91,976,363 $94,735,654 $97,577,724 $100,505,056 $103,520,207 $106,625,813 $109,824,588 $113,119,325 $116,512,905
NET SALES PROCEEDS $108,357,002
LOAN BALANCE ($52,764,044.10)
TOTAL EQUITY $108,357,002
10 yr IRR: 16.3%
(22,324,360) 1,520,970 1,681,705 1,847,263 2,017,787 2,193,427 2,374,336 2,560,672 2,752,599 2,950,283 $58,746,855.36
4.0%
Cathedral Waterfront Scheme B Mid-Rise Mixed Use - Full Build Out
Project Elements Operating Pro Forma (per year)
Permanent Financing Assumptions
66,973,080$                              
(3,836,877)$                               
22,324,360$                              
30
89,297,440.12$                         
75%
169$                                          
5,357,846$                                
6%
Financial Calculations and 10 Year Internal Rate of Return




















Cathedral Waterfront Vision Plan150
Site Area (s.f.) 650,642          Gross Flex. Office/Industrial Income 1,574,042$        
Approximate Buildable Area (less streets, emergency access, and trail) 500,000 Gross Retail Income 1,109,661$        
Height 65' - 75' Gross Live/Work Income 762,996$           
Number of stories 6 - 7 stories Gross Residential Income 10,934,400$      
FAR 3 to 1 Gross Community Space Income 23,290$             
Crawford River Total Gross Parking Income 135,000$           
Gross Flex.Office/Industrial Area -                  95,800            95,800            Gross Income: 14,539,390$      
Gross Retail Area 52,200            25,600            77,800            Vacancy for Flex Office/Ind. 8.20% (129,071)$          
Gross Live/Work Area 44,800            -                  44,800            Vacancy for Retail 4.90% (54,373)$            
Gross Residential 246,000          290,000          536,000          Vacancy for Live/Work 3.60% (27,468)$            
Gross Community Space -                  5,000              5,000              Vacancy for Residential 2.30% (251,491)$          
Gross Parking Area 50,526            63,158            113,684          Operating costs for Flex Office/Ind. 40% (629,617)$          
Net Flex. Office/Industrial Area (85% of gross) -                  81,430.0         81,430.0         Operating costs for Retail 40% (443,864.56)$
Net Retail Area (85% of gross) 44,370            21,760            66,130            Operating costs for Live/Work 40% (305,198.51)$
Net Live/Work Area (85% of gross) 38,080            -                  38,080            Operating costs for Residential 40% (4,373,760)$       
Net Residential (85% of gross) 209,100          246,500          455,600          Expenses: (6,214,844)$       
Net Community Space (85% of gross) -                  4,250              4,250              Net Operating Income (NOI) 8,324,545.83$
Net Parking Area (95% of gross) (450 spaces ) 48,000            60,000            108,000          
Gross Building Area 873,084          






Community Space rent/s.f./year $5.48




Debt-Coverage Ratio min: 1.25
Project Value
Loan-to-Value





YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8 YR 9 YR 10
Revenue (3% increase per year) 14,539,390 14,975,571 15,424,838 15,887,584 16,364,211 16,855,137 17,360,792 17,881,615 18,418,064 18,970,606
Expenses (3% increase per year) (6,214,844) (6,401,289) (6,593,328) (6,791,128) (6,994,861) (7,204,707) (7,420,848) (7,643,474) (7,872,778) (8,108,961)
NOI 8,324,546 8,574,282 8,831,511 9,096,456 9,369,350 9,650,430 9,939,943 10,238,141 10,545,286 10,861,644
Debt Service (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398)
NET CASH FLOW 2,363,148 2,612,884 2,870,112 3,135,058 3,407,951 3,689,032 3,978,545 4,276,743 4,583,887 4,900,246
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 6.8% 7.5% 8.3% 9.0% 9.8% 10.6% 11.5% 12.3% 13.2% 14.1%
Combined DCR 1.40 1.44 1.48 1.53 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72 1.77 1.82
PROJECT APPRECIATION at 3% $138,742,431 $142,904,703 $147,191,845 $151,607,600 $156,155,828 $160,840,503 $165,665,718 $170,635,689 $175,754,760 $181,027,403
NET SALES PROCEEDS $168,355,485
LOAN BALANCE ($81,980,084.89)
TOTAL EQUITY $168,355,485
10 yr IRR: 16.3%
(34,685,608) 2,363,148 2,612,884 2,870,112 3,135,058 3,407,951 3,689,032 3,978,545 4,276,743 4,583,887 $91,275,645.60
4.0%
Cathedral Waterfront Scheme C Mid-Heights Mixed Use - Full Build Out
Project Elements Operating Pro Forma (per year)
Permanent Financing Assumptions
104,056,823$                            
(5,961,398)$                               
34,685,608$                              
30
138,742,430.50$                       
75%
184$                                          
8,324,546$                                
6%
Background Documents 151
Site Area (s.f.) 650,642          Gross Flex. Office/Industrial Income 1,574,042$        
Approximate Buildable Area (less streets, emergency access, and trail) 500,000 Gross Retail Income 1,109,661$        
Height 65' - 75' Gross Live/Work Income 762,996$           
Number of stories 6 - 7 stories Gross Residential Income 10,934,400$      
FAR 3 to 1 Gross Community Space Income 23,290$             
Crawford River Total Gross Parking Income 135,000$           
Gross Flex.Office/Industrial Area -                  95,800            95,800            Gross Income: 14,539,390$      
Gross Retail Area 52,200            25,600            77,800            Vacancy for Flex Office/Ind. 8.20% (129,071)$          
Gross Live/Work Area 44,800            -                  44,800            Vacancy for Retail 4.90% (54,373)$            
Gross Residential 246,000          290,000          536,000          Vacancy for Live/Work 3.60% (27,468)$            
Gross Community Space -                  5,000              5,000              Vacancy for Residential 2.30% (251,491)$          
Gross Parking Area 50,526            63,158            113,684          Operating costs for Flex Office/Ind. 40% (629,617)$          
Net Flex. Office/Industrial Area (85% of gross) -                  81,430.0         81,430.0         Operating costs for Retail 40% (443,864.56)$
Net Retail Area (85% of gross) 44,370            21,760            66,130            Operating costs for Live/Work 40% (305,198.51)$
Net Live/Work Area (85% of gross) 38,080            -                  38,080            Operating costs for Residential 40% (4,373,760)$       
Net Residential (85% of gross) 209,100          246,500          455,600          Expenses: (6,214,844)$       
Net Community Space (85% of gross) -                  4,250              4,250              Net Operating Income (NOI) 8,324,545.83$
Net Parking Area (95% of gross) (450 spaces ) 48,000            60,000            108,000          
Gross Building Area 873,084          






Community Space rent/s.f./year $5.48




Debt-Coverage Ratio min: 1.25
Project Value
Loan-to-Value





YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8 YR 9 YR 10
Revenue (3% increase per year) 14,539,390 14,975,571 15,424,838 15,887,584 16,364,211 16,855,137 17,360,792 17,881,615 18,418,064 18,970,606
Expenses (3% increase per year) (6,214,844) (6,401,289) (6,593,328) (6,791,128) (6,994,861) (7,204,707) (7,420,848) (7,643,474) (7,872,778) (8,108,961)
NOI 8,324,546 8,574,282 8,831,511 9,096,456 9,369,350 9,650,430 9,939,943 10,238,141 10,545,286 10,861,644
Debt Service (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398) (5,961,398)
NET CASH FLOW 2,363,148 2,612,884 2,870,112 3,135,058 3,407,951 3,689,032 3,978,545 4,276,743 4,583,887 4,900,246
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 6.8% 7.5% 8.3% 9.0% 9.8% 10.6% 11.5% 12.3% 13.2% 14.1%
Combined DCR 1.40 1.44 1.48 1.53 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72 1.77 1.82
PROJECT APPRECIATION at 3% $138,742,431 $142,904,703 $147,191,845 $151,607,600 $156,155,828 $160,840,503 $165,665,718 $170,635,689 $175,754,760 $181,027,403
NET SALES PROCEEDS $168,355,485
LOAN BALANCE ($81,980,084.89)
TOTAL EQUITY $168,355,485
10 yr IRR: 16.3%
(34,685,608) 2,363,148 2,612,884 2,870,112 3,135,058 3,407,951 3,689,032 3,978,545 4,276,743 4,583,887 $91,275,645.60
4.0%
Cathedral Waterfront Scheme C Mid-Heights Mixed Use - Full Build Out
Project Elements Operating Pro Forma (per year)
Permanent Financing Assumptions
104,056,823$                            
(5,961,398)$                               
34,685,608$                              
30
138,742,430.50$                       
75%
184$                                          
8,324,546$                                
6%
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Expenses (3% increase per year) (6,214,844) (6,401,289) (6,593,328) (6,791,128) (6,994,861) (7,204,707) (7,420,848) (7,643,474) (7,872,778) (8,108,961)
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(34,685,608) 2,363,148 2,612,884 2,870,112 3,135,058 3,407,951 3,689,032 3,978,545 4,276,743 4,583,887 $91,275,645.60
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Financial Calculations and 10 Year Internal Rate of Return
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appendix m: Cathedral Waterfront Team members
Mathangi Murthy Tabitha Boschetti Michelle Anderson







appendix n: Cathedral Waterfront project timeline
Project scoping (MOU, 
work plan)
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE
Research
Hoildays, Exams etc.
Bi-weekly Client check-in meetings
FCPNA meetings
( General and Board)















IDENTIFY A PREFERRED SCENARIO 
FROM PHASE 2 FEEDBACK)
Discussion of 
alternatives at the 
NA meeting










































Phases in Community 
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appendix o: printable materials
1. FLYER OF INFORMATION 








The site is currently zoned for General Em
ploym
ent, which 
allows for a range of industrial and com
m
ercial uses. Zoning 
m
ight change this year as part of the 2035 Com
prehensive Plan 
Update. M




ain 45-55 feet with 




























es John’s original hom
e and store once stood at the foot of 
N Burlington on the SW
 corner of the site. Cathedral Park to the 
North of this site was created thanks to neighborhood activism
 in 
the 1970’s and opened in 1980. It is a rem
inder of the power this 
com
m
unity has to shape its future. 
This site has been used for industry from
 the 1860’s to the 
present day. It has been a vital part of the local econom
y but 
also leaves a legacy of potential contam
ination, leaving the site a 
³EURZQ¿HOG´WKDWLVODQGZLWKSRWHQWLDORUFRQ¿UP
HGSROOXWLRQ
It is also in the m
iddle of the 11-m
ile Portland Harbor Superfund. 
This site is unlikely to require the intense rem
ediation needed 
DWRWKHUORFDWLRQVLQWKH6XSHUIXQGEXW¿QDOGHFLVLRQVDERXWWKH




















There are a num
ber of key transportation issues that im
pact this 
site. Burlington and Richm
ond extend only partially at best to 
the lower portion of the site and sidewalks are not fully built on 
the surrounding streets. The site is divided by an active rail line 
RSHUDWHGE\8QLRQ3DFL¿FSUHVHQWLQJFKDOOHQJHVERWKIRUVDIHW\
and noise. 
This area is already actively used recreationally and any devel-
opm
ent on the riverward site would trigger the developm
ent of a 
public trail along the waterfront, connecting with existing portions 
















It will not be possible to build within 100 feet of the W
illam
ette 
River because of environm
ental zoning, the greenway trail, and 
steep slopes. Likewise, the rail road has its own private right-
of-way which prevents developm
ent. Additional considerations 
LQFOXGHQDWXUDOKD]DUGVDVSRUWLRQVRIWKHVLWHDUHLQWKHÀRRG


















ake a convincing argum
ent for a particular type of 
developm
ent, it is necessary to consider the site itself, and the 
needs of the Cathedral Park Neighborhood in which it sits, as well 
as the larger context of population and developm
ent trends for 
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GOAL 3: RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVELY MAINTAINS SOCIO-ECO-







GOAL 4: DEVELOPMENT PROVIDES SPACES FOR JOBS AND ENTREPRE-













goals  & objectives
158
CONNECTED, ACTIVE NEIGHBORHOOD
GOAL 6: THE GREENWAY TRAIL IS A DEFINING FEATURE OF NEW SITE DE-































GOAL 9: VIEWS OF NATURE AND LOCAL LANDMARKS ARE PROTECT-








GOAL 10: DEVELOPMENT MITIGATES RAILROAD NOISE, PRIORITIZING 







































































































































































SENSE OF PLACE & DESIGN SCORE_____
TRANSPORTATION & INFRASTRUCTURE SCORE____
THRIVING DIVERSE COMMUNITY____
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT SCORE____
IMPACTS ON SURROUNDING COMMUNITY SCORE____
Where	is	the	developer's	proposal	weak?	
What	are	the	easiest	improvements	to	make?	
Considering	the	shortcomings	of	the	proposal,	who	is	most	impacted	in	
your	community?
164
cathedra l
waterfront
